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Beer wars in Massachusetts
State needs to break up the wholesalers’ monopolies
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THE LAWS that govern beer distribution in

Massachusetts are terribly backwards and rigged

in ways that dampen competition, forcing brewers

and wholesalers into a relationship that brewers

can’t walk away from. Until now, though, the

small brewers fighting to modernize the state

liquor laws have been forced to mainly speak in

abstractions. They’ve talked about furthering

competition, choice, and capitalism, but those

sorts of arguments only go so far on Beacon Hill.

Now, the state’s beer wholesaling regime is about

to be put to the test. Small brewers are

experiencing explosive growth, while the huge

players that dominate the American beer market

are in decline. Anheuser-Busch InBev is the biggest of the big players, and it is slipping

more quickly than the market as a whole. AB-InBev has responded to its misfortunes by

launching a bullying campaign against its wholesalers. The company wants Budweiser

wholesalers to devote their time to selling beers within the Bud family, at the expense of

the rest of wholesalers’ beer portfolios. That’s a recipe for disaster in Massachusetts,

where state law marries brewers to their wholesalers for life, no matter how poorly a

wholesaler performs.

AB-InBev’s massive size gives it tremendous market clout, and the company is never
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shy about using it. Executives from AB-InBev spent their last nationwide wholesalers

convention beating up on the people who sell their beer. They said wholesalers who

make 95 percent of their profits from Bud should be devoting at least 95 percent of their

attention to selling Bud. They said the company would be consolidating some

distribution territories, and that brand fealty would be a factor in deciding which

wholesalers stay in business, and which ones get folded. One executive warned that

wholesalers’ exposure to non-Bud brands should be “very low.’’

Liquor laws in Massachusetts were written to give local wholesalers a check over the

large brewers they depend on. Brewers can’t break their distribution contracts and shop

for wholesalers the way they shop for malt and cardboard boxes and glass bottles; they

have to sue to move, and even if they win a long, costly court fight, they have to pay

their old wholesalers for the business they’re moving. This regime levels the field

between wholesalers and enormous brewing houses. But it also puts small brewers, who

often can’t afford to litigate their way out of a contract, at the mercy of their

wholesalers.

Small breweries are driving strong growth in the face of overall industry declines, but

they remain a side business for most wholesalers. Beer wholesaling is a volume business,

and since small brewers don’t have the kind of sales volume the big brewers have, they

don’t have economic clout with their wholesalers. In a free market, the threat of small

brewers moving to another wholesaler, and the threat of new startup wholesalers,

ensure that wholesalers are attentive to their smaller clients. But because state law

keeps brewers tied to their wholesalers and restricts competition on multiple fronts,

small brewers have no recourse against a wholesaler who isn’t performing.

A bill in the State House would grant small brewers the right to move between

wholesalers, after paying a breakup fee. AB-InBev’s looming wholesaler crackdown adds

urgency to the ongoing legislative debate. As things stand right now, small brewers have

no way of keeping their wholesalers honest. There are no economic consequences for a

wholesaler who caves to AB-InBev’s demands and buries his small brewer accounts; in

fact, wholesalers have an incentive to hedge their bets and mothball their small brewer

accounts, rather than letting them walk to the competition.

State lawmakers can’t order AB-InBev not to act like a bully, and they can’t control the

resources wholesalers put into selling AB-InBev competitors. What they can do is more

important - break up wholesalers’ monopolies, and allow an open market. The rest will
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take care of itself.

Paul McMorrow is an associate editor at CommonWealth magazine. His column
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